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give your Exam room a custom appearance without the custom
cost. Tables feature two full-height sections for drawers, a cup-
board or a refrigerator. Cabinets are finished with durable, top-
quality, high-pressure laminate. Choose a table from the follow-
ing illustrations, with the cupboard/drawer/top or refrigerator/

drawer and top  combinations you prefer. Tables are offered with
either Regal 300 Electronic Platform Scale Top, allowing you to
effortlessly obtain animal’s weight during examinations or stain-
less steel top or laminated top.

Premier  Exam Tables

Premier Exam Tables 

Drawers

PREMIER EXAM TPREMIER EXAM TABLES ARE DESIGNED WITHABLES ARE DESIGNED WITH
THESE QUALITY FEATHESE QUALITY FEATURES:TURES:

Body

Door

Toe-space, front and back.

Panels and components are
dadoed and rabbetted for
tight-fitting joints. 

Full-width pulls protect
the top edge of doors
and drawers. 

Drawer front exterior surface
and edges are high-pressure
plastic laminate. 

Drawer front interior is
ThermoFused Melamine. 

3-D micro-adjustment
ensures drawer
alignments. 

Drawer constructed to handle
up to 100 lbs (45.36 kg).

.625 in. (1.59cm) thick
Drawer back and bottom
will not sag.

Positive stop on slide prevent
drawer from pulling out of
cabinet, a slight upward
motion allows easy removal. 

Slide holds drawer closed.
Drawer will not ‘bounce back’.

Slide ensures that the drawer
moves quietly, softly, without
force.

Positive-action, invisible
hinges has self-closing
mechanism, also holds
door open. 3-D micro-
adjustment ensures door
alignment.

Door’s interior is
ThermoFused Melamine. 

Doors exterior surface
and edges are laminat-
ed with high-pressure
plastic laminate. 

Joints are glued with adhe-
sive impervious to liquids
and mechanically-fastened
to ensure a solid, sturdy
cabinet for professional use. 

ThermoFused Melamine
protects interior surfaces.

Exterior surfaces and edges
are high-pressure plastic
laminate. 

Premier Exam Table
3 Drawers + Cupboard, Door Hinged Right
Stainless Steel Top

Drawer steel sides features
integrated roller slides with
baked-on, white epoxy finish.




